
Tokenomics Boost
This financial projection presentation will serve two purposes:

Overview of our current financial 
status vs. what it might be in the coming years.

An accessible explanation of our ecosystem
Key metrics in our fundraiser and investor slide 
decks
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The Liabilities 
Tokenomics Balance
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Purpose Tokens Terms Assignment

Seed Funding 50,000,000 Vesting 3-24 Month
Discounts up to 40%

Participation of large
companies and

platforms

Strategic Pre-Sale 120,000,000 TGE Sale of tokens to crypto
enthusiasts

ADS Tokens 250,000,000
Redemption by

advertisers at a higher
rate

Sale of tokens to
advertising companies

Long-term Staking 250,000,000 2|3|5 years lock Pro table farm of early
investors

Developers 80,000,000 Lock 24-120 Month Share management
Boost

Services 12,000,000 Lockup for Boost Carrying out nancial
transactions

Liquidity, MM, and
Liquidity Incentives 20,000,000 Lock ecosystem Access to exchange

markets

Partners&Advisors 8,000,000 Vesting,Long-Term
Staking Product promotion

Airdrop&Treasury 10,000,000 Vesting,Long-Term
Staking Rewards



Implementation of tokens
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Exclusive Features and "access- rst" Functionality to Token Holders

A part of BOOST's features will be limited only to those holding BOOST  
tokens. For example, token holders may be able using staking, sms service, 
advert and many more

Liquidity Providers earn on the paid subscriptions
Contributing the tokens to the DEX liquidity pools will ensure that BOOST 
tokens can be traded when needed.
Therefore, we want to reward users who help solve the liquidity problem on 
the decentralized liquidity provider platform. With respect to this, we will send

 

half of the fee to the person who pledged the CRYPTO/BOOST pair on swap. 
Of course, this will be distributed in proportion to the amount pooled by the 
user.
 Referral and Reward Systems use only BOOST Tokens
As an important feature of our growth strategy, recommendations will 
become another important use case for BOOST tokens.
Layer 1 Users, Wallets, in uencers, social media accounts, blogs, or news 
media will all receive their referral rewards in the form of our tokens.
In addition, airdrops that provide liquidity to the wallet will only be sent in 
Boost tokens.
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HOLDER FINANCES



Boost Token Financial Projections Presentation
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THANK YOU!


